Abstract. Present status of the project of the POP (proof of principle) experiment of laser stripping using BNL 200MeV H is presented. First, the principle of the laser stripping via a broad Stark state and the role of the broad Stark state are introduced. Then, the scheme of the POP experiment using 200MeV H is given. Then, the concrete plan of experimental setup in the REF beam line of the BNL 200MeV H Linac and present status of construction are given.
INTRODUCTION
When the beam intensity is increased as is planned in the next generation high intensity proton rings, two serious problems are expected with stripping foils used for the charge-exchange injection into proton rings. One is serious activation of accelerator caused by high energy protons scattered by foil atoms and the other is serious degradation of foil performance due to extremely high temperature induced by energy loss accompanying proton passage through foil. In order to avoid these problems, a new method that utilizes combination of Lorentz stripping of weakly bound electrons in H ions and an excited state of hydrogen H (n 3) and laser pumping of hydrogen atom from the ground to an excited state H (n 3) was proposed [1] . At the same time, it was also indicated that the momentum spread of H beam would introduce a Doppler broadening of transition frequency as broad as ~10 12 Hz.
In order to cover the Doppler broadening of transition frequency, three schemes were proposed in the former meeting of this workshop ICFA-HB2002 [2] . Of these, two are based on frequency scanning: in one scheme, the transition frequency is scanned using Stark effect in a slowly varying magnetic field with the laser frequency fixed, and in the other, the laser frequency is scanned by changing the colliding angle with the transition frequency fixed. The third scheme utilizes broadening of the level width of the excited state by a strong Stark effect [3] . The POP experiment reported in this paper has been planned to proof the principle of the third scheme.
LASER STRIPPING VIA A BROAD STARK STATE
Figure 1(a) shows the injection scheme using laser stripping via a broad Stark state. H beam is first converted to H beam by a stripping magnet just in front of the ring. Then, H beam that has drifted into a straight section of the ring is conducted into magnetic field of undulator, where an aimed excited state of H atoms is broadened to a width of ~10 12 Hz and then H atoms are pumped up from the ground to the broadened excited state using a narrow band laser. Excited H atoms immediately decay to protons and electrons because their lifetime is as short as ~10 13 sec. Formed proton beam is captured into the ring orbit. ) shows the stripping process. The Coulomb potential of proton is deformed by the electric field that acts on a charged particle with velocity in a magnetic field. Energy levels of H atom are shifted by the Stark effect and those levels near the top of the potential barrier are broadened by fast ionization due to tunneling effect. After an aimed excited state, that has a principal quantum number no smaller than 3, is broadened by adjusting the magnetic field, H atoms are pumped up from the ground to the broadened state by a narrow band laser with a pumping rate of ~10 9 Hz. Because the lifetime of the excited state is as short as ~10 12 sec, stimulated emission from the upper to the ground state, whose rate is same as excitation or ~10 9 Hz, is negligible. Thus, the reaction proceeds one-directionally from excitation to the broad Stark state to auto-ionization and almost all H atoms are stripped.
ROLE OF BROAD STARK STATE AND ADVANTAGES OF THIS METHOD
In this process, the broad Stark state plays mainly following four roles. Major expected advantages of the laser stripping via a broad Stark state are as follows. (1) Because the interaction time can be elongated, necessary laser power density can be drastically reduced. (2) When the injection energy is higher than ~1GeV, necessary laser wavelength becomes longer than ~350nm, and an intense DC laser beam stored in a high finesse FabryPerot cavity can be applicable. (3) By means of broad level width, tuning of laser frequency and magnetic field strength of the Stark magnet becomes substantially easy.
SCHEMES OF POP EXPERIMENT USING BNL 200MEV H BEAM
The aim of the POP experiment is to examine applicability of the method of laser stripping mentioned above using BNL 200MeV H -beam. As for the energy of H -beam as low as 200MeV, we felt at first there may be two major difficulties: (1) Lorentz stripping from H -to H 0 beam is not practical, and (2) a sufficiently intense laser beam with a wavelength shorter than 180 nm will be necessary. After short period study, these difficulties turned out to be overcome by adopting the following scheme. 
PRESENT STATUS OF EXPERIMENT
This experiment is being carried out as a program of the US-Japan Cooperation in High Energy Physics, and is approved as a C-A Division experiment #968. 
